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Phony payday-loan broker busted by FTC;
points up risks of seeking Internet help

 TweetTweet 0  

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has shut down a Tampa, Fla.-based operation that
allegedly promised to help people get payday loans, but instead used their personal financial
information to steal money from their bank accounts. The story highlights the dangers of trying
to get financial assistance through the Internet.

The FTC has alleged that defendants Sean C. Mulrooney and Odafe Stephen Ogaga and five
companies they controlled set up several websites to collect personal information, under the
guise of promising to help get payday loans in as little as an hour from a network of 120
payday lenders. The pair allegedly lived the high life with their proceeds, buying fine cars such
as Maseratis, Ferraris and Rolls-Royces.

The websites were under the names Vantage Funding, Ideal Advance, Loan Assistance
Company, Palm Loan Advances, Loan Tree Advances, Pacific Advances, and Your Loan
Funding. Relying on information provided by consumers such as bank account numbers,
routing numbers and Social Security numbers. More information about the operation is
provided by the FTC and may be viewed here.

“Repeatedly, we’ve seen situations where consumers provide sensitive financial information
when inquiring about a payday loan online, and that information falls into the wrong hands,”
said Jessica Rich, Director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection, in an FTC news
release. “The FTC is committed to shutting down these fraudulent operations.”

The FTC notes that the scam targeted victims who were already in difficult financial
circumstances. To add insult to injury, they often began receiving harassing telemarketing and
debt collection calls shortly after the defendants made their unauthorized withdrawals,
according to the FTC.  Consumers who complained to the companies’ Philippines-based
customer service agents were frequently offered refunds and $100 gasoline vouchers that
never materialized, according to the FTC.

Unfortunately, such scams are becoming more and more common, as scammers prey on
people looking for a way out of their financial problems. If you are looking for help, don’t
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CPSC announces safety recalls Crosman recalls air pistols for
explosion hazard

respond to an Internet solicitation; make some calls to financial institutions on your own;
calling a reputable credit counseling organization is a wise move. It’s a tough time for many
families; unfortunately for some, criminals found a way to make their lives even harder.
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